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PRESENTATION: 

A Sound Recession-Proof Restorative/Hygiene Practice 

The obstacles and challenges we face day after day continue to change so 
fast in our profession. This course will dive deep into how diagnostics have 
changed and why you must advance your practice with far greater 
treatment plan acceptance. From the new patient exam to hygiene re-care 
exams, come see how to create new protocols and far superior outcomes. 
This course is recommended for the entire team. Doctors, bring your team! 
Staff, bring your doctors!


HIGHLIGHTS: 

Why FMX’s are a thing of the past; why bite-wings for your younger 
patients really aren’t necessary; and so many more ways to customize 
your diagnostics for your office.


The NEW Patient Exam - an OMG change that everyone can do!


Redesigning the entire hygiene “one hour” to maximize treatment, 
diagnostics, and communication.


Maximizing hygiene outcomes with lasers and oxygenation (or, it’s not 
about Star Trek; it’s about PERIO!)


OBJECTIVES: 

To present the latest approaches to running and growing your team and 
your business;


To update the team on the latest diagnostic approaches for the general 
dental practice;


To present the latest methodologies to compliment hygiene growth and 
understand how adjunctive therapies are bringing us far more success in 
treatment.


